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(Dr. Patten has just co-authored with Guy McCaskie and Philip Unitt the book
“Birds of the Salton Sea: Status Biogeography and Ecology,” University of
California Press, Berkeley, 363 pp.)

Michael Patten

by Michael A. Patten

The Salton Sea-a large (72 × 27 km, covering an area of ±1,150 km2), shallow (25
m at its deepest), saline lake-lies in arid southeastern California. Before the Colorado
River was dammed extensively, its periodic floods gushed into the Salton Sink, creating
a vastly larger body called Lake Cahuilla, which formed naturally as recently as the mid1600s, with lesser floods continuing to carry water to the sink as recently as 1891, when
a small lake formed. Although the birth of the Salton Sea was aided by the river's flooding of irrigation channels under construction in 1905, during the campaign to bring agriculture to the Imperial Valley, the sea is just the
latest in a long series of lakes that have occupied
the region over the past forty millennia.
Situated in the heart of the western Sonoran
Desert, the Salton Sink-a basin lying below sea
level, with the Salton Sea at its heart-is characterized by extreme heat. Despite occasional
thunderstorms, summers are particularly hot:
daytime temperatures exceed 100°F on 110 days
per year in the Imperial Valley and often exceed Eared Grebes sometimes number in
120°F in July and August. Rainfall is scant, averaging a mere 7.6 cm per year at the the millions at the Salton Sea,
wettest locale, with no measurable rainfall in June since 1914. But it is not a dry heat, as though disease and toxins take their
high rates of evaporation from the Salton Sea and surrounding irrigated lands keep toll on the population. These
beached birds are likely succumbing
humidity elevated.
These conditions may sound bleak, yet the Salton Sea is home to some of the largest to one or both.
numbers of waterbirds to be found anywhere in North America. The sea is not only a
desert oasis, but the low-lying basin cradling it lies on a key juncture of the Pacific flyway, a major thruway for North America's migratory birds. Collectively, millions of
grebes, pelicans, cormorants, herons, geese, ducks, shorebirds, gulls, and terns occur at
the sea annually. The region has hosted over 400 native bird species, a total exceeding
that found in many American states. Local breeders exceed 100 species, including the
Brown Pelican, Gull-billed Tern, and Black Skimmer, all oddities in the landlocked desert
Southwest.
Yet the Salton Sea is in trouble. Water quality has deteriorated and scads of native
habitat have been lost, particularly mesquite thickets and riparian woodlands. Salinity is Snowy Plovers, a federally threatened species, at the Whitewater
on the rise, as are concentrations of harmful metals (e.g., selenium) and chemical pestiRiver mouth, Salton Sea.
cides (e.g., DDE, a metabolite of DDT). Anoxic conditions each summer kill thousands
of fish, whose corpses dot the shore, only adding to the specter of death, to say nothing
of the odor. Massive dieoffs of birds have become commonplace, initially sparking quiet
concern, later sparking urgent pushes to preserve this important ecosystem before it is
lost. Conservation requires understanding. Perhaps information in two forthcoming publications, The Birds of Salton Sea: Status, Biogeography, and Ecology (2003, University
of California Press) and an issue of Studies in Avian Biology (2003 or 2004, Cooper
Ornithological Society) devoted to the Salton Sea and northern Gulf of California, along
with that in a special issue of Hydrobiologia in 2002, will provide enough baseline data
The Cattle Egret is the most numerto formulate an adequate and rapid management plan.
California has already lost over 95% of its wetlands. Demand for water to sate urban ous heron to nest around the Salton
southern California's increasing thirst may foreshadow the ultimate demise of the Salton Sea.
Sea. When the sea goes, with it will go millions of birds.
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As part of the re-licensing process for the Lake Hudson project Diane Abernathy of Atkins Engineering, Norman,
BENSAR speaks out! He was the star of the show once
Oklahoma, requested GMSARC to conduct a nesting Bald Eagle
again at the Sutton Center BBQ on May 10, 2003.
survey of the Grand River Dam Authority (GRDA) lands in the
Lake Hudson project area through the use of a GRDA helicopter. As far as I know Lake Hudson has not been systematically surveyed for Bald Eagle nests.
On 18 April, I met GRDA helicopter pilot, Bob Billingsley at the GRDA office in Vinita, Oklahoma. Beginning with
Big Cabin Creek we proceeded to visually check the shoreline and adjacent habitats around Lake Hudson for eagles or
eagle nests. I also made note of what areas contain suitable eagle nesting habitat.
Our survey was somewhat hampered by the late date of the flight. The majority of the trees in the area had leafed out
which made seeing eagle nests more difficult than it would have been if the flight had been made earlier in the spring. In
Oklahoma, Bald Eagles begin laying eggs in January, so surveys for eagle nests are best conducted between mid-January
and the end of March. We conducted this survey at approximately 100 feet above the ground and at approximately 50 knots
indicated air speed. Although I have flown in helicopters before, this was my first eagle nest survey using one. Now I
want one for my birthday (in case my wife reads this). The visibility and, of course, the maneuverability is unsurpassed,
short of learning how to levitate.
En route to the Lake Hudson project areas we found an apparent (based on its large size) Bald Eagle nest west of Big
Cabin Creek. The latitude and longitude data were taken with the helicopter's Global Positioning System readout while
hovering in the vicinity of the nest. No eagles were seen around this nest, so I classified it as "unoccupied." At the time
of this survey an occupied eagle nest should have contained young eagles. It couldn't be determined if the nest had been
occupied earlier and failed. Although this nest is outside GRDA lands, any eagles nesting here would surely use nearby
GRDA lands to obtain their food (mainly fish).
After we reached Lake Hudson at the mouth of Big Cabin Creek, we turned south and flew along the west shore of
the lake to Robert S. Kerr Dam. In between we explored any tributaries to Lake Hudson which appeared to have possible
Bald Eagle nesting habitat.
After reaching Kerr Dam, we flew a few additional miles downstream where we found a nest that had been previously reported to me near Pryor, OK. We found this nest to be occupied with two adult Bald Eagles on it. Because of the
leaves, we could not see well enough into the nest to determine if there were young in the nest, but it is likely there were.
I will be checking this nest for productivity (the number of fledged young eagles produced) in a few weeks as part of my
usual Bald Eagle nest survey project. The eagles using this
nest probably use GRDA property to catch fish. Oklahoma
Bald Eagles often use the discharge areas of dams to catch
stunned fish that come through the tailraces and generator
turbines of dams.
Then we flew up the eastern shore and drainages of Lake
Hudson to Pensacola Dam. There we saw an immature Bald
Eagle (estimated as being 1 year old based on its plumage)
flying just below the dam. This sighting illustrates again how
important the outflow areas of GRDA dams are to Bald
Eagles. The best nesting habitat I saw was below the dams
where there is food and suitable nesting trees (large with open
canopies).
Many thanks are due to GRDA pilot Bob Billingsley,
who
was professional, accommodating, helpful, and above all
Alan’s latest and now favorite means of surveying for Bald
Eagle nests.
safe.
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